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Background: Children’s hypertrophic scars after burn scald often cause itching discomfort,
appearance and dysfunction. Ablative fractional laser including CO2 laser and Er:YAG laser
have been reported to be effective for treating hypertrophic scars.

Objective: To evaluate and compare the efficacy and safety of 2,940 nm Er: YAG fractional
laser (EYFL) combining 560nm BBL and 10600nm CO2 fractional laser (CO2FL) for
treatment of pediatric hypertrophic scars.

Materials and Methods: Thirty children with hypertrophic scars within 6 months, which of
thickness less than 4mm, were randomly divided into three groups, Treatment interval was
8-12 weeks. They were treated separately by EYFL in Group 1, by EYFL-BBL in Group 2
and CO2FL in Group 3. As follows, asiaticoside, silicone paste, pressure therapy and other
traditional treatment were applied as well. Six months after first treatment, improvement
percentage, pains and pruritus, doctor evaluation, patients satisfaction and Vancouver scar
scores (VSS) score were used for evaluation.

Results: Each group includes 10 patients, there was no significant difference in their
baseline data. For EYFL, EYFL-BBL, and CO2 group; the VSS scores decreased as
following; 25±5.4%, 38.2±13.9%, 29.4±6.7% (p<0.05). The decrease percentage of VSS
score for EYFL-BBL group was significantly lower than EYFL group (p<0.05) and CO2F
group (p<0.05). And there was no significant difference between EYFL and CO2FL group. 
There were no significant difference on physician evaluation and patient satisfaction rate on
each groups. Each group’s families stated that the mitigation rates were 100% on pains and
pruritus.

Conclusions: Laser mini-invasive treatments can effectively prevent or treat hyperplasia of
scars, especially for hypertrophic scars at the early stage. Using EYFL-BBL can
successfully reach to similar effect to CO2FL on some conditions.
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